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`The Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‟s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques „
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations

IMI Local Observer M/C
Ian Michaels

Welcome to the group
Richard Warvell M/C

Paul Wells M/C

Successes
Tom Elliot
(motorcyclist)
receiving his
certificate
from Bill, with
Geoff Salt,
his observer.

Chairman’s Ramblings
Welcome to the second newsletter of 2019. It is obvious that
this year is rushing by even faster and we are already on the
verge of British Summer Time, indeed by the time some of you
read this we may already be on it.

I recently had the pleasure of attending the Bakewell Mayor‟s civic service to mark Bill
Storey‟s term as the Mayor of Bakewell. It highlighted just how much Bill does for the
community and many charitable institutions as well as being our group secretary. I am sure
that all Bill‟s family who attended can be and are rightfully proud to be family as indeed I
am to be a friend.
I welcome Paul Wells and Richard Warvell to the group and wish them well in preparing for
their test which I am sure, with the expert guidance from our qualified observers, will not be
long.
Unfortunately we have not had any associates undertaking the advanced test over the last
two months but I am pleased to say that Ian Michaels has qualified as a local observer for
bikes so congratulations Ian.
Things have been rather quiet of late with few new associates or drive check members so I
would urge you all to spread the word and promote our group's activities. As I have said
many times, in the past, existing members are the best ambassadors and personal
recommendation is by far the best form of advertising.
We are also still able to offer a £50 subsidy to any young associate of 25 or under when
they apply for either the car or bike test.
Additionally it seems a good time to just remind everybody about the group extended drive
check scheme which offers up to four hours of guidance for £20 car or £25 bike. Whilst
originally designed for the over 65 age group, it is available to all ages and the fee is
refundable against the full Advanced Driver/Rider course. Accordingly the extended drive
check can be ideal for either brushing up on a few issues etc, removing any uncertainties
an older driver or their children may have or as a taster to the advanced driver/rider course
prior to a full commitment if at all unsure.
So please spread the word about these subsidies and extol the benefits of becoming an
advanced driver, after all you have all done it and know it makes sense.
The penultimate evening event of the current season saw the annual quiz which was
prepared and hosted by Ian Revill. Six teams fought a friendly battle with the ultimate
winning team named “Same Lot As Last Year”. The team comprising of Bill, David, Nick
and his wife once again won the unbelievable prize!
Evening meetings until two years ago were held at the Duke William, Starkolmes.
Following a change of tenancy we experienced various problems and we moved to the
Whitworth at Darley Dale. This venue is more expensive and we have always had issues
with refreshments etc and latterly the room being cold. The Duke William is now under
new management and has been refurbished. Your committee are making enquiries
regarding possibly returning to the Duke William for evening meetings.
Finally do not forget the AGM on Tuesday 2 April when I hope as many members as
possible will turn up, remember this is your group so come and have your say and let us
know your thoughts on running the group.
As always I wish you safe motoring.
Kevin J Knight - Group Chairman

John Bradbury from Matlock, has died. Apparently he collapsed whilst at a
football match in Brighton. He was hospitalised and came home but died
this week.
He was a member for many years and came for refresher drives for several
years.
Bill

New motorcycle scheme starting in Derbyshire.
I was recently contacted by Constable Tom Rowland from the casualty reduction
department at Ripley Police station. He, along with the Derbyshire County Council Road
Safety partnership, are launching UpRight Derbyshire.
Working with them is Bikerdown, RoSPA, IAM Roadsmart Groups and Bloodbikes.
The idea is that UpRight will attend events and promote safer riding, and point interested
people towards an advanced rider scheme such as ours.
They will run events with Bikerdown, where riders will learn how to deal with incidents on
the road, how to make the scene safe, and what to do with casualties. UpRight will then
give an input which will include an explanation of how riders can improve their riding skills.
I plan to arrange a Bikerdown event for our members in the near future, so watch out for
details.
This scheme will fill the gap left when Bikesafe pulled the plug in Derbyshire. I had a
meeting with Pc Rowland and he is very enthusiastic, and I have assured him of our full
support. Let‟s hope it generates some more associates for us in the future.
Bill Storey

Spring Programme
Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held on the 2nd of April, at the Whitworth centre at 7.30pm.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee, that the Annual General
Meeting of the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys) Group of Advanced Motorists, will be
held at 7.30pm on Tuesday 3rd April 2018 at the Whitworth Centre, Station Rd., Darley
Dale, Matlock DE4 2EQ, to enable the Trustees of the Group to present their Annual
Report and Accounts for the year ended 31.12.2017, for approval by the Group Members
and to conduct an election.
Bill Storey Date January 2018
2 Wye Bank Group 4191
Bakewell
DE45 1BH
All officers and committee members retire annually and may offer themselves for reelection by group full members. Those elected become charity trustees of the group.
Nominations (to the secretary) are invited from full members to stand for the offices or the
committee. The nominee must be willing to stand for the committee and inform the
secretary of his/her ability and willingness to serve.
Please Note you may not stand for the committee if the law debars you from being a
charity trustee.

Notts Easter Egg Run Sunday 14th April 2019.
Last year 654 motorcyclists, eight of whom were from Matlock IAM group, collected Easter
Eggs and rode with them from Nottingham to Mansfield.. The eggs are distributed to

children who would otherwise not have an Easter Egg.
Let‟s try to have even more bikers participating this year! And collect even more
eggs than last year. (even though the date coincides with Carver Guidance.)
Arrive at Forest Recreation Ground Nottingham for a 10am start. Ride to Mansfield Fire
Station.

Anyone wanting to go, please contact Bill and he will then arrange a meet up point
and time.

Spring/Summer Programme.
Bill will be giving a presentation to Chesterfield Group on Thursday 18th April 7.30pm.
titled Policing & Road Traffic,
during which he will show

‘Pictures of my time in the Police, and some crashes I attended’.
This promises to be interesting and Matlock members are welcome.
ST THOMAS’ CHURCH CENTRE, CHATSWORTH ROAD, CHESTERFIELD S40 3AW

EVENING GUIDANCE.
There will be four Evening Guidance opportunities this year, on the first Mondays of
June, July, August and September at Highfield‟s School car park, Lumsdale Site
starting at 7.0pm
These sessions provide extra opportunities for associates who can‟t make Sundays
and also for members who may wish to brush up their skills. Also Kevin has
included info in his Ramblings which is relevant and the article re „Hanging up the
keys‟ (or not!!), has some useful points
Observers who have any queries about the latest edition of the Observer Handbook
may also find this a convenient occasion to try out some techniques.
IAM Surety insurance brokers have done some research which shows that after five
years from qualifying, members‟ claims start to rise. So do take the opportunity to
brush up your skills so that your claim doesn‟t arise 
Or you are very welcome to just come along and have a chat!!

Observing on 2 or 4 wheels – the differences.
During one of our Guidance meeting coffee breaks (no associates turned up) there were a
mix of car and motorcycle Observers chatting. The car Observers were asking how we
Observer on two wheels managed to give advice and feedback when we were not in the
same vehicle as the associate. Car observing is easy in that respect, as the Observer is
sitting next to the driver and can give immediate advice and directions.
Motorcycle Observers have to develop a playback method. It is important that before the
ride starts, that the Associate understands the setting off procedure (to ensure the
Observer is ready to move off), and the procedures for having to stop if needs be, and
directions during the ride.
The Observer needs
to give a good
briefing, and an
explanation of the
route, his / her follow
position, as it is
dictated by the need
to see what the
associate is doing,
rather than the
correct riding
position. A halfway
stop location is agreed upon. This is so as not to overload the associate with directions.
The Observer will reinforce directions with their indicators in good time. This also tests the
associates‟ observations.
The Observer needs to be able to recall items for discussion, what happened and where.
This is where the ability to replay the route becomes important. To recall issues both good
and not so good.
At the halfway stop, these can be discussed whilst having a chance to stretch their legs.
The second half of the ride is a chance to work on any weaknesses, or to consolidate what
has been learned. The directions for the second part of the session are given at this point
too.
At the end destination, which is usually a café, the debrief take place over a coffee and
possibly a bacon butty. Bikers need to maintain their blood sugar levels (well that‟s our
excuse).
The debrief if done well, could take nearly as long as the ride in some cases, as talking
about riding and faults etc is as important as being on the road.
Riding should be enjoyable, and going out in foul weather is often not possible, or safe.
The Observer has to ride their own machine as well as observing the associate, and in bad
weather this can be tricky. Far more observed sessions are cancelled in winter, as the
roads are hazardous, and it is not worth the risk. Knowing when to ride or not to ride is
important to the safety of both riders.

It is even more important not to ride if feeling unwell or tired. There are times I have just
not been in the right frame of mind to go out on the bike, even though the weather was
good. There is no fun in it if you don‟t want to be there.
In this Group, we do not as a matter of course, use radios between associate and
Observer. The good equipment costs a lot, and we would need a lot of it. Observing using
radios can be distracting, and should only consist of giving directions, not for giving advice.
We find that the system we use, not requiring radios, suits us well, and works.
Our Observers have been provided with a high visibility waistcoat with the Group name,
and an IAM badge. It is however a personal choice if riders choose to wear high vis. I find it
helps the associate to spot me in their mirrors when amongst traffic. It also promotes the
IAM when we are sitting in the café, as our name is visible to others.
So motorcycle Observers have to develop additional skills to car Observers, but the core
observing skills are the same. Motorcycle Observers use their own machine and incur
running costs. We ask associates to offer a contribution to fuel costs, and it is up to each
Observer if they accept or not. Some do, some don‟t. It is however the accepted „rule‟ that
the associate buys the end of ride drinks.
Very few Groups have car and motorcycle Observers, they are usually one or the other.
Our experience is that both work well alongside each other, with many of our Observers
being qualified in both car and motorcycle observing. Handy when the weather‟s bad! Most
importantly, we all get on well together, and long may it be so.
Bill Storey

Do you know what to do when you see this sign on the
motorway?
More than two thirds of British drivers do the
wrong thing when they see the sign below, a new
study shows - question is, do you?
The instruction is shown when a lane is closed on
a motorway or dual carriageway due to a
breakdown or incident ahead and tells drivers to
move from the obstructed lane to one that is
running freely.
Halfords Autocentres surveyed 22,000 motorists
as part of a roadworthiness quiz and found that 70
per cent didn't know the correct action to take
when they saw this sign ahead.
Seven in 10 motorists believe the proper procedure when spotting this sign is to get
into the open lane as soon as possible ahead of the closure.

However, merging as soon as possible can actually contribute to a significant
increase in traffic congestion.
The correct move is to 'zip-merge' slowly at the head of the queue where the lane
becomes out of use. To zip merge means for drivers to allow one vehicle from the
closing lane to enter their open lane alternately.
Only 27 per cent of drivers know that merging in turn is the correct procedure, while
70 per cent said they move into the open lane as soon as possible.
The remaining three per cent of the panel said they straddle both lanes to block
drivers jumping to the head of the queue - even though this is the recommended
action as stated in the Highway Code.
By moving into the open-running lane as soon as possible, motorists are increasing
traffic congestion
Rule 134 of the guide
says: 'You should follow
the signs and road
markings and get into the
lane as directed.
'In congested road
conditions do not change
lanes
unnecessarily. 'Merging
in turn is recommended
but only if safe and
appropriate when
vehicles are travelling at a
very low speed, e.g. when approaching road works or a road traffic incident.'
Halfords said it came as 'little surprise' that not everyone is aware of Rule 134, as
the quiz also revealed that 36 per cent of drivers hadn't read the Highway Code
since passing their driving test. One in five drivers admitted it had been a decade
since they last referred to the bible of motoring etiquette.
The repairs specialist and Highways England both said it was the duty of motorists
to regularly check their vehicles in order to avoid breakdowns and avoidable
accidents which lead to the highways agency having to close lanes to avoid stricken
cars.
The Highway Code says motorists need to 'zip merge' when they see the sign. This
means for drivers to allow one vehicle from the closing lane to enter their open lane
alternately

Hanging up the keys.
I‟ve recently had to live without a car – just for a short while and started to appreciate what the longer term implications
might be. Regardless of age, it changes your life.
I‟m relatively fit and capable of walking, running and using
public transport to get about. I‟m lucky to live in an area where
public transport, while not brilliant, is significantly better than in some more rural areas.
Even so, I‟ve found myself more likely to put off going out, unless I could walk or until
someone could give me a lift.
I‟ve been frustrated at times that the little things I could jump in the car to get done have
needed more patience - never a strong point for me! I‟ve had to admit I‟m less independent
than I prefer to be, swallow my pride and ask for help. I‟ve been more dependent than I‟m
used to on fitting around the priorities in other people‟s lives, for getting the little things
done which are important to me, but maybe less so to them.
I can see how, particularly for those living alone, this situation could lead to feelings of
anxiety, frustration, social isolation and loneliness. Over time, we are becoming more and
more aware of the implications these can have on our mental and physical health. They
put a strain on us, which if prolonged can add to the strain on health and care providers,
including family and friends.
We are a nation of car drivers. Our cars are a tangible representation of our ability to be
independent, sociable, engaged and involved in our communities. But whatever we wish
for ourselves as we grow older, fate can deal us surprises, in the short or longer term.
Whether we live into our 90s or not, we will all at some point have to face the reality of a
conversation about whether we should be driving, even if we think we‟re still capable and
safe to do so.
At what is often a challenging and emotional time, we can all benefit from an objective,
professional view. Sometimes that‟s relatively easy to find, from a medical professional, for
example. But when that‟s not appropriate or sufficient to help with this important decision, it‟s good
to know that there are driver reviews which can provide an important, objective evidence base to
help with making a tough decision.
Older drivers are not intrinsically less safe than other drivers. Combined with many years of driving
experience, they often reduce the risk to them and other road users by restricting how where and
far they drive, at what time of day or weather conditions.
But we do have an aging population. Today, over a million licence holders are over the age of 80.
And in the next 20 years the number of drivers over 70 will double. Age is not the defining factor –
I‟m still some considerable way off 70, let alone 80!

I hope my eagerly-resumed relationship with my car and advanced driving continues with
only minor interruptions for many years to come. And I hope that when someone wants or
needs to have „that conversation‟ with me, because I can‟t or am no longer safe to drive, I
have the wisdom to seek – and listen to – an objective second opinion about whether or
not the time has come to hang up my car keys for good.
By Kate Tonge, IAM RoadSmart director of marketing and communications

Driving next to HGVs
Driving in front of, or even behind, a large lorry can be daunting. But there‟s no need to
panic as Richard Gladman, IAM RoadSmart‟s head of riding and driving standards, is here
to help with seven top driving behaviour tips to keep you at ease on the road.


When you‟re driving along the motorway, you‟ll notice many lorries with foreign
number plates. Bear in mind that the driver will be sitting on the left hand side rather
than the right, so you may be difficult to see and the driver may be acclimatising his
lane position in the UK. Take extra care when passing and allow more space if you
can



We‟ve all heard the saying “if you can see their mirrors, then they can see you.” But
an HGV can have up to five mirrors, and the driver is only limited to looking at one at
a time so they may not see you. Hold back and you will eventually be visible in their
mirrors



Identify when there is a likelihood of the HGV changing lanes. Is there a slip road
coming up which will be joining traffic and may force a lane change? Or if there is an
HGV in lane two, are they likely to change back into lane one? Be accommodating
by hanging back and allowing them to pull into the lane they are looking to move into



At one point in time, we‟ve all experienced heavy spray from an HGV in front of us.
You can control this by extending the distance between yourself and the lorry. The
Highway Code suggests at least four seconds in the rain but if needed, make it
more. Not only will it prevent your wipers working overtime, it will also improve your
vision beyond the HGV



An articulated lorry will track sideways in a right-hand bend on the motorway and on
a roundabout, so avoid being beside it. A good rule of thumb is to be safely in front
of or safely behind, but never beside an HGV when entering a roundabout



If you see a queue of traffic in front of you and have an HGV behind you, introduce
your brake lights early to pre-warn the driver behind and slow down gradually. This
will let the HGV driver extend their braking distance and stop in plenty of time. On a
motorway or dual carriageway, hazard lights can be used to show drivers behind you
of any issues further in front (Highway Code rule 116)



Despite being legally limited to 60mph, an HGV can only physically go a maximum
of 56mph on the motorway. So if you do see a HGV on the right hand lane, give
them a helping hand by slowing down and letting them into the left lane. Allow them
to pass more easily if you can

Richard said: “As any HGV driver will tell you, they sometimes need a bit of extra space to
move down the road. Visibility can be restricted, and no amount of mirrors will allow all of
the blind spots to be monitored all of the time. By applying some simple rules and sharing
the road space, we can make life easier for all of us. On a roundabout they will need more
than one lane so let them have it; a few seconds delay will be worth it if you prevent a
crash. Walk that mile in the other man‟s shoes and understand what he may need.”

Many longterm members will have seen the following shots of Longcliffe Tankers,
but for the benefit of recent members and to refresh your awareness of these
hazards, here is a replay of some of the situations. Ed.

HGV Awareness.
When turning left, long wheelbase vehicles have to pull out from the kerb so
that the rear wheels do not run onto the verge or pavement. An articulated
vehicle loses rear vision on both sides during this manoeuvre.

Landrover starting
overtake

What landrover?

This is
what the
driver can
see by
leaning
forward

This is what
the
onlooker
can see

This is what the driver can
see in his customized front
mirror. Many HGVs do not
have this mirror fitted.

Make sure you don’t make
your car invisible by
cutting in, in front of an
HGV.

Matlock Group of the Institute of Advanced Motoring offer grateful thanks to
Longcliffe Quarries Ltd for use of their resources and facilities in this training.

Rats who steal Cats
Catalytic converters have been in the
news lately, prompted by videos of some
outrageously brazen thefts posted online.
Catalytic converters have been fitted to
petrol cars since the 1990s and to diesels
since about 2001. They look a bit like an
extra silencer fitted into the exhaust,
where the catalysts instigate chemical
reactions in the exhaust gas to get rid a lot
of the harmful pollutants.
A catalyst is a substance which makes
other chemical react without being
affected itself and for cars, the substances
are precious metals; platinum is the one most of us are familiar with, but rhodium and
palladium are also used.
Like any commodity, precious metals rise and fall in price and at the moment the price is
very high. The resulting potential rewards for scrap metals makes the scum on the fringes
of society feel it‟s OK to steal the catalytic converter (usually known as the CAT) from other
people‟s cars and sell them to equally anti-social scrap metal dealers.
Unfortunately, stealing CATs is not hard, otherwise the imbeciles stealing them wouldn‟t
figure out how to do it. They simply dive under the vehicle and use powered shears or a
grinder to cut through the exhaust pipe either side of the CAT. The owner is then left with
the inconvenience and cost of getting the car repaired.
There have been suggestions in the press that owners might not realize the CAT has been
stolen, rendering them liable to a fine of up to £1,000, but this is not likely. A loud exhaust
noise will be obvious as soon as the engine is started - like a large motorbike or an
express train. Most owners will realise straight away that something is wrong. The engine
warning light will also stay illuminated in the dashboard.
Typically, a replacement CAT will cost somewhere between £300 and £500, but there
could be two if the engine is a V4 or V6. Then the damage to the exhaust pipe will have to
be repaired and the new CAT fitted. If you have comprehensive insurance it should cover
this theft, but there is always the excess to pay and weighing up whether making a claim
will simply boost your premiums next year.
There are some things we can do to deter theft; park in a garage if possible, although I
accept that‟s not an option for many city dwellers. Parking under a street light or in a busy
road may help.
CAT protectors are available which clamp round the unit and attach it to the underside of
the vehicle with a strong wire rope. They are a deterrent because at the very least they will
take a lot longer to cut through, but they cost around £100 - £150.

Ask a garage to mark the CAT indelibly so it can be traced – engraving the car‟s number
plate or VIN will help the police prove the CAT has been stolen if a scrap metal dealer is
raided; otherwise there are no distinguishing marks and thieves or scrap dealers can claim
they come from scrapped cars.
Manufacturers could also give some thought to the design of the exhaust; some vehicles
have the CAT fitted in the engine bay where they are very difficult to access from
underneath whereas others are child‟s play to get at.
Vehicles with a high ground clearance are the most susceptible, because they don‟t have
to be jacked up to get underneath, so vans and 4x4 cars are more at risk, although one
recent post showed a completely shameless criminal blocking the traffic while he jacked a
car up, cut the CAT out of the exhaust and calmly walked back to his car. His number plate
is clearly visible, so hopefully the police have paid a visit.
Finally, if you see someone working suspiciously under a car, don‟t get directly involved;
the thief is a thug with no conscience and a heavy tool in his hand, but do call the police
and report it as soon as you can. If you‟ve got dashcam footage of the theft, so much the
better.
By Tim Shallcross, IAM RoadSmart head of technical policy

What is the most dangerous part of a car
The nut behind the wheel
When is a car not a car
When it turns into a junction.
What is copper nitrate
Overtime pay for police officers.
Teacher – Name three famous Poles
Pupil – North, South and Tad
How many cold callers does it take to change a lightbulb
Only one but they have to do it while you‟re eating dinner.
Teacher – Name three famous Poles
Pupil – North, South and Tad
What has no arms or legs and runs down hills
Rain water
What is the difference between a nail and a bad boxer?
One is knocked in and the other is knocked out.

Are you prepared for driving abroad post-Brexit?
Here's the extra documentation you need to consider
after ?Brexit
If it happens, there's a lot of changing around the rules you'll need to know and
documentation changes will that impact Britons driving in Europe
after ?Brexit.
This list of changes has been collated by Hagerty classic car
insurance, which wants customers to be aware of the new rules
ahead of any European road trips they have planned for the
summer.

1. Green Cards
Cost: Nil (though admin fees could be incurred)
Green Cards will be available from insurers. While they are free,
providers may charge administration fees to issue them
From ?29th March regardless of whether there is a deal or no
deal, it is expected that any travel into Europe by car or bike will require a Green Card.
This will replace the European Certificates of Insurance that have traditionally been issued
from UK insurance companies who have an agreement with the EU to allow UK citizens to
travel under one simple certificate of insurance.
The certificate will now be replaced by a European Green Card. Essentially, this will be a
letter of confirmation that the bearer of the paper has an insurance policy in place with a
UK insurance company, although the actual language for these new Green Cards is still
unknown.
.2.

International Driving Permits

What you‟ll need: A valid driving licence or a valid
passport if presenting an older paper version licence
A recent change to the rules means you can only get
an International Driving Permit - or IDP - from main Post Offices In addition to your UK
driving licence, motorists may be required to purchase an International Driving Permit to be
able to legally drive on European roads post-Brexit. This is likely in the event of a no-deal
Brexit. Cost: £5.50 each
Two different types of IDP are used in the EU, depending on which countries you plan to
visit. These are:
1949 IDP. Malta, Spain, Cyprus and Ireland. This is valid for 12 months. Please note that
in January 2019, the UK Government advised that an IDP would not be required to drive in
Ireland post-Brexit.

1968 IDP. Travel through other EU countries. Valid for three years, or until the expiry of
your driving licence (whichever is sooner).
Previously you were able to download an IDP application online, however new rules mean
you can only get them from main Post Office branches.
Anyone driving abroad can apply for one three months before they travel. According to
recent data, requests for IDPs have increased by a fifth in recent weeks as motorists
planning to drive abroad in April to July prepare for a no-deal Brexit.

3. Environmental/ Low Emission Zones
Cost: Around £5 - £10 (including postage)
Motorists need to be aware of an emissions zones they may
encounter on their travels abroad, such as the Crit-Air scheme
in France
Hundreds of towns and cities in Europe now have
environmental or „Low Emission Zones‟.
These prevent all but the newest and least-polluting vehicles from
entering them, which in some countries are required to display a sticker that can be purchased
from official local outlets.
The Crit-Air system in France, for example, requires drivers to purchase an emissions sticker that
relates to their vehicle's pollution levels. As well as France, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Germany
and Spain all have their own unique sticker system, so it's worth checking the Green-Zones.eu site
well before driving in any of these countries.
Although regulations vary from country-to-country, most offer exemptions for classic cars which
are those defined as being over 30-years-old and registered in an EU or European Economic Area
country.
It is possible that this exemption could cease for British-registered classic cars after Brexit. If this is
the case, the only option is to plan a journey that avoids the LEZ areas.

4. Passports & Visas
If there's a no-deal Brexit, anyone planning to travel to the EU (apart from
Ireland) will need to a 6-month buffer before their passport expires
If there‟s a no-deal Brexit, it is likely that you will not be allowed entry to the EU
(except Ireland) if your passport is within six months of its expiry date (as is the case with the rest
of the world).

If you previously renewed your passport before its expiry, the time left may have been
added, which doesn‟t count. Check the HM Passport Office guide for more
information.Under the Brexit deal drafted at the end of 2018, visa-free travel should
continue as it currently stands until the end of the transition period, but in the event of a nodeal, confirm the arrangements before you travel. It is likely that visa requirements will be
waived by reciprocal agreement.

Safer Roads.



The Safer Roads Fund will target 536 miles of the nation's most lethal routes
Road safety groups estimated that it could save around £550m in emergency
services and treatment spends

A £100million government scheme aimed at 'rehabilitating' the most dangerous A-roads in
England could prevent around 1,450 deaths and serious injuries over the next two
decades, road safety groups say.
The Department for Transport's Safer Roads Fund will target 436 miles of the nation's
most lethal roads, with the injection of cash being used to improve 300 dangerous bends,
225 junctions and 135 pedestrian crossings.
New analysis by the Road Safety Foundation and the RAC Foundation found that the
improvements would not only significantly reduce casualties but also save the nation
around £550million in emergency services and treatment costs.
Road to improvements: These are the 11 stretches of road that will see the greatest
reduction in casualties thanks
to funding from the Safer
Roads Fund. The numbers
listed for each route represent
the number of deaths and
serious injuries predicted to be
avoided on them in the next 20
years
As well as structural changes to
the council-managed A-roads,
a further 150 miles of
treacherous routes will be
updated with new speed limits
and another 290 miles having
improved roadside shoulders
installed.
This includes:
- The A588 between Lancaster
and Skippool, Lancashire,
which could see a decline of
151 deaths and injuries by 2038.
- The A4 between Junctions 5 and 7 of the M4 in Slough, Berkshire, which could see a
drop of 114
- And the A631 between Market Rasen and Louth in Lincolnshire where 91 fatal and lifethreatening accidents could be cut.

The A5012 between Newhaven and Cromford, Derbyshire is forecast to have
58 fewer casualties
The analysis suggested that the £100million work programme could return a saving for the
government worth five times the spend, thanks to the reduction in costs for emergency
services to attend accidents and hospitals to treat the injured.
The road safety groups said the scheme was 'unique' because it aims to reduce risk
through a proactive approach which is already applied in areas such as medicine, mining
and aviation.
Rather than the traditional method of improving safety after a crash has occurred, the
scheme uses road engineering to try to prevent crashes from happening in the first place
and making roads more forgiving when accidents occur.
Some of the 48 projects involve simple measures such as installing rumble strips,
improving visibility at junctions and removing trees, poles and lighting columns.
RAC Foundation director Steve Gooding said the programme will 're-engineer and
rehabilitate some of the riskiest roads we have'.
Road Safety Foundation executive director Dr Suzy Charman added: 'Finding the right
funding mechanisms for safety improvements to our road infrastructure is absolutely
essential if we are to break the current plateau in the number of people being killed on our
roads.
'The Safer Roads Fund has given us a truly innovative approach to tackling risky roads.'
The number of people killed on Britain's roads in 2017 was 1,793, the DfT confirmed last
month. This was one more than in 2016 and only fractionally lower than the 2010 to 2014
average of 1,799.

The end of potholes?
Plastic roads will be trialled in new £23m
scheme to end the drivers' menace
Funding for plastic roads that could stop
potholes from forming is among the new
technology being backed by the Government
as part of research and trials to future proof
UK highways.
Transport Secretary Chris Grayling said £22.9
million is to be used to fund real-world tests
across eight local authorities in
Buckinghamshire, Bedfordshire, Cumbria, Staffordshire, Kent, Reading, Suffolk and
Solihull and Birmingham.
Other technologies to be trialled include using kinetic energy gathered from roads to power
lighting, and harnessing geothermal energy to prevent car parks and bus stations from
freezing over in winter.
Some £1.6 million of the fund will be used to extend an existing plastic roads trial in
Cumbria, which involves recycling waste plastic into small pellets which are then added
into an asphalt mix in place of Bitumen, the substance that is in part derived from oil and is
used to help bind asphalt together. The solution is said to increase the life span of roads
on which it is used.
'Potholes are the number one enemy for road users and this Government is looking at
numerous ways to keep our roads in the best condition,' the Transport Secretary said.
These trials will see how new technologies work in the real world to ensure our roads are
built for the 21st century.'
In Buckinghamshire, kinetic energy recovery technology will be used to gather energy from
the testing carriageway and relay it to roadside battery units.
While the trials in Bedfordshire will see geothermal energy used to heat water pipes laid
just below the surface to help de-ice car parks and bus stations in sub-zero conditions.
The solution is said to increase the life span of roads on which it is used.

Ministers to order utility companies to keep roads pothole-free for
FIVE years after digging them up,
Utility companies could face tougher rules over roadworks which cause potholes in
England.
Currently utility companies must repair potholes which have formed within two years of
roadworks. But the Department for Transport (Dft) has launched a consultation proposing
that firms must keep roads pothole-free for five years after roadworks.
Watch this space!!!

Wise up, Size up.
Network Rail said five lorries crash into a low bridge in Britain each day
Britons are having to cover the cost of mistakes made by blundering lorry drivers who are colliding
with bridges in the country each day.
New figures released by Network Rail
said there were almost 2,000 cases last
year of HGV drivers misjudging the
height of their vehicle and smashing into
rail infrastructures - which works out at
an average of five incidents every day.
Not only does it cause massive delays
for both rail passengers and other
motorists, it also costs the tax payer a
staggering £23million in damages and
delays. That's roughly £11,500 each
time a lorry careers into a bridge.
This bridge near Ely,
Cambridgeshire, has been hit 113 times in the last eight years
National Rail said bridge strikes peak in October and November, with around 10 incidents every
day across Britain, partly down to the clocks changing and the increase in the number of deliveries
ahead of Christmas.
The bridge suffering the most collisions is on Stuntney Road in Ely, Cambridgeshire, which has
been hit an incredible 113 times since 2009.
On average, each bridge strike causes two hours of delays to train services - and potentially more
for motorists stuck in jams caused by fumbling lorry
drivers.
According to Network Rail's research, 43 per cent of
lorry drivers admit to not knowing the size of their
vehicle. It also uncovered that 52 per cent of HGV
drivers don't take low bridges into account when
planning their journeys.
'Not knowing the size of your vehicle or load could lead
to a serious accident, and the loss of your licence.
The spokesman added: 'Today's incident prompted
Network Rail to reiterate its 'wise up, size up' message
to drivers of all high vehicles. 'Drivers need to know the
height of their vehicle, not guess. In short: ‘Wise up,
size up.'
This applies not only to HGV drivers, but also to vans hired for the day, mini buses, motor homes
and caravans

DIARY DATES
Tues
Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun
Mon

2nd
14th
21st
6th
12th
19th
3rd

April
April
April
May
May
May
June

Whitworth Centre 7.30
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Easter
May Day
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am
Highfields Matlock 7.00pm

AGM
Guidance
NO MEETING
NO MEETING
Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance

Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun

9th
16th
1st
14th
21st

June
June
July
July
July

Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am
Highfields Matlock 7.00pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
Highfields Matlock 10am

Guidance
Guidance
Evening Guidance
Guidance
Guidance

Chesterfield Dates

All meetings at

ST THOMAS’ CHURCH CENTRE, CHATSWORTH ROAD, CHESTERFIELD S40 3AW

Thursday 18th April -7.30pm - Bill Storey, will be talking about
Policing & Road Traffic Matlock members will no doubt want to go
along to hear Bill
Last date for copy for the
April/May Newsletter is Mar 7th
for articles, Mar 14th for tests,
new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for
inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4,
Tennyson St. Mansfield NG18 5PN
01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net

You learn Something
new every day

A 625

Eyre Arms
Calver S32 3XH

Stoney
Middleton

A 621

A 623

B 6001
A 619

Baslow

Chatsworth

A 619

A6

To Chesterfield

Bakewell
B 6012

Rowsley
A6

B 5057

The Whitworth Centre
Station Road Darley Dale
Matlock DE4 2EQ

A 632
Kelstedge

A6

Darley
Dale

Matlock
Crown Sq

Highfield School
Matlock DE4 5NA

To Matlock Bath
A6

Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
Highfields School Matlock. DE4 5NA Lower car park
Third Sunday in month 10.00am all year
Summer months First Mon in month 7.00pm
Indoor Winter Months October to April
The Whitworth Centre, Station Road Darley Dale DE4 2EQ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
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Data Protection Act.
Details which members have supplied to the Group are held on a database for
the club‟s own use. If you object to your details being held in this way, please
inform the Secretary, in writing.

The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of contributors and do not necessarily
constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, or the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists.
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